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Dinosaur defencesDinosaur defencesDinosaur defencesDinosaur defences

Dinosaur eggsDinosaur eggsDinosaur eggsDinosaur eggs

Like the reptiles we have now, dinosaurs could 
see, hear and smell the world around them. 
Scientists know that because they have studied 
their fossils and know that fossil skulls have 
spaces for eyes, ears and nostrils.
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Some plant-eating dinosaurs had body defences 
against predators. Their defences might be large 
horns and spikes or hard lumps of bone like armour 
plating. Dinosaurs like SauropeltaSauropeltaSauropeltaSauropelta had extra tough 
skin covered in bony spikes and bumps. All this 
armour-plating helped protect them against meat-
eaters.
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EuoplocephalusEuoplocephalusEuoplocephalusEuoplocephalus used the 
hard lump on the end of 
its tail as a club for hitting 
its enemies.Sa
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Most armoured dinosaurs were plant-eaters. 
They had to defend themselves against big 
meat-eating dinosaurs like Tyrannosaurus.

Styracosaurus
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StyracosaurusStyracosaurusStyracosaurusStyracosaurus had a large 
spiked frill and a pointed 
horn on the end 
of its nose.
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PentaceratopsPentaceratopsPentaceratopsPentaceratops
Had two horns 
over its eyes and 
another on its 
nose. 

It probably 
charged its 
enemy when it 
was threatened, 
just like a 
rhinoceros does.
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TriceratopsTriceratopsTriceratopsTriceratops was another 
big, heavy dinosaur with 
dangerous horns.
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StegosaurusStegosaurusStegosaurusStegosaurus had 
bony plates that 
ran along its 
back and tail.

It also had vicious 
spikes at the end 
of its tail which 
were just as 
dangerous as 
Triceratop’s 
horns.
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Just like many long 
tailed dinosaurs,
DiplodocusDiplodocusDiplodocusDiplodocus could use 
its long tail like a whip 
to frighten its enemies.

When it whipped its 
tail it would have 
made a very loud 
noise!Sa
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Reptiles that are alive today lay eggs. 

Dinosaurs were reptiles and they laid eggs too.
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We know from their 
fossils that dinosaurs 
laid eggs on land.

These are fossilized 
dinosaur eggs.
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Female dinosaurs laid their eggs in nests on the 
ground. Slowly their eggs hatched out into baby 
dinosaurs which gradually grew into adults. 
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Fossils have been found of 
eggs with baby dinosaurs still 
growing inside them. 
Scientists have also found 
fossils of baby dinosaurs that 
had just hatched.
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Would baby dinosaurs look like 
this?

These are models that have been made to try to 
help us to understand what it was like in the days 
of the dinosaurs.
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Some dinosaurs looked after their babies and 
protected them. Other dinosaurs left their babies 
to look after themselves.

This is a photograph of an 
exciting discovery made by 
scientists. 

It’s actually a mother 
OviraptorOviraptorOviraptorOviraptor shielding her 
nest at the time she died. 
Some terrible disaster must 
have been happening at that 
moment.
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Battles were common 
in dinosaur days. 
This is ProtoceratopsProtoceratopsProtoceratopsProtoceratops
and OviraptorOviraptorOviraptorOviraptor. 

This VelociraptorVelociraptorVelociraptorVelociraptor is fighting 
a ProtoceratopsProtoceratopsProtoceratopsProtoceratops, squashing 
its eggs in the process! 

Is that how
OviraptorOviraptorOviraptorOviraptor died?
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Some dinosaur 
parents looked 
after their babies 
and took them 
food in the nest.
This is MaiasauraMaiasauraMaiasauraMaiasaura. 

Maiasaura fossils 
included nests, eggs, 
babies after they’d 
hatched and broken 
egg shells.
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Models of MaiasauraMaiasauraMaiasauraMaiasaura chicks on show in a museum.
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Newly hatched MaiasauraMaiasauraMaiasauraMaiasaura babies were only about 
30 to 40 centimetres long. They had to stay in 
the nest. They couldn’t run away because their 
legs weren’t strong enough. Berries were fed to 
them in their nests.

These are not real dinosaurs. Model makers use 
information to make their models look real.
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Some scientists 
think that some 
male dinosaurs 
sat on and 
incubated the 
eggs. Just like 
male birds do 
now. They have 
found fossils of 
dinosaurs on 
top of eggs -
like the one in 
the picture.
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Fossilized eggs and young ProtoceratopsProtoceratopsProtoceratopsProtoceratops were found 
in the Gobi Dessert in Mongolia. The eggs were 
more than 15 centimetres long. These large eggs 
were protected from drying out by their tough, 
waterproof shell.

Safe inside its shell, the 
young dinosaur would 
have fed on a large 
supply of yolk until it 
was ready to hatch.
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Scientists believe that 
dinosaurs often laid 
their eggs in the sand 
or in mud nests on 
high ground, well 
away from water.

From all the information the 
scientists have gathered, 
people who work in 
museums can make models 
and displays to help us to 
understand about dinosaurs.
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Parasaurolophus with its nest.
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